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Foreword
Ruth Ward knows what she is writing about. I know from personal observation and 
experience. She and her husband, Jim, have a remarkable marriage. I haven’t seen 
their Myers-Briggs Temperament Indicator profiles, but I assure you, they are not 
two peas in a pod. They have learned to love each other more deeply because they 
accept each other as a person of great value whom God has entrusted with a special 
outlook and temperament. And, they have learned to see others as special people—
at least some of whom have different outlooks and temperaments.

Ruth Ward has established meaningful friendships and deep relationships with 
people of multitudinous backgrounds, ethnicities, social and financial strata, and 
ages. She is almost a magician when it comes to helping people, married and not, 
learn how to communicate with others with great understanding and appreciation. 
She doesn’t just tell people to get along; she tells them how to get along.

When I was a student in seminary and Ruth was the administrative assistant to 
the dean of students, she helped bridge a great gap between the dean and me. She 
helped me come to appreciate the dean, and the dean to realize I might not be quite 
as bad as some of my actions would otherwise appear. The dean and I became good 
friends after Ruth interceded.

Helping folks know how to get along is one of God’s gifts to Ruth. She has 
worked diligently to gain further knowledge and skill to help hundreds of people 
understand how to relate with others unlike themselves. Now she uses that gift to 
help others benefit from her abilities and labor.

Anyone who reads—no, not just reads but devours—this book will be a far 
better, understanding, accepting person, even folks who may be difficult in just 
about any manner. Read it, study it, and implement its truths and you will be a 
better person with better relationships.

Lynn Clayton
Former editor, Louisiana Baptist Message



Preface
Most people, regardless of their age, want to be respected for who they are and 
appreciated for what they do. However, when how we act or speak does not match 
others’ expectations, we may experience feelings of inadequacy, anger, and guilt, 
which spawn resentments.

In counseling sessions, I hear comments such as “I just can’t live up to his expec-
tations” or “I’ve done everything I can think of and she still doesn’t approve of me.” 
Another common theme is “I would like to tell people how I feel, but I can’t stand 
conflict.” Or, “Yes, they’re my children but I don’t understand where they’re coming 
from.” Similarly, “Why is it that I say ‘yes’ when I mean ‘no’? I resent the person who 
asked me, yet I feel guilty if I don’t comply.” Then there’s the husband who declares 
“If she would just follow my schedule, we’d have no problems.”

Unresolved anger and stored resentment often seed depression and other 
illnesses. These emotional upheavals block good communication and destroy 
creativity.

Ironically, most guilt-producing expectations are either unfair, unspoken, 
unrealistic, childish, or selfish. Ideally, healthy anger assists in identifying the 
sources of our guilt feelings. When understood, appreciated, and rightly used, anger 
becomes a friend rather than a foe.

Understanding differing patterns of temperament is the key to blending person-
alities, ultimately producing and/or improving communication, easing tensions and 
paving the way to get along with everyone, even the people we barely like.

How to Get Along with Everyone by Blending Personalities intends to meet your 
personal and communication needs. The Myers-Briggs Temperament Indicator 
(MBTI) provides such a catapult.

Maybe you’ve heard about or actually taken the MBTI without an in-depth 
interpretation, and therefore have no idea how to get the good out of the question-
naire you took. This book simplifies the concept, making it easy to include the skill 
in your stash of communication tips. Testimonials in chapter 2 from friends, clients, 
and family members attest to sweetening their relationships by applying principles 
from the MBTI.

My extended family—numbering more than 80—has used MBTI communica-
tion insight for 30-plus years. Several of us are involved in counseling of one kind or 
another, so MBTI is a household term. For those of you who know lots about the 
MBTI, I use temperament, type, and personality interchangeably to keep it simple.
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How to Get Along with Everyone

Blending Personalities pinpoints analogies between differing temperament types. 
Many of these suggestions parallel the ways we would cultivate flower species in a 
garden with careful, skillful, daily attention. Even though each variety of flower 
possesses unique qualities, all plants have similar needs and face common problems 
as they grow together to achieve a healthy, clean, and beautiful garden. They struggle 
against pesky insects, compete with greedy weeds, deal with a lack of water, resist 
destructive winds and foul weather, and submit to necessary pruning.

The same applies as we embrace our unique design and appreciate others’ 
designs. This inclusive attitude marks the path to unity and harmony by merely 
honing the skills of communication. The 16 unique personal profiles guarantee the 
journey will be simple and fun as you claim your true identity.

This book offers guidelines for nurturing relationships with your children, 
partners, co-workers, extended family, and neighbors. The ideas presented stem 
from my Blending Temperaments book that focuses on marriage counseling and 
enrichment conferences that my husband, Jim, and I conducted.

(Since confidentiality is essential, names and situations have been altered to 
preserve the anonymity of clients, family, and friends.)
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